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MIDWEST POOL MANAGEMENT

MORE THAN FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS
— A PILLAR OF SUPPORT FOR
CONTINUOUS LEARNING
WHAT ARE THE BIGGEST CHALLENGES YOU FACE AS A BUSINESS?
When I started in 1979 at Midwest Pool Management after college, we
had a handful of swimming pools in St. Louis and probably about 380
staff members. Now, we’re managing over 85 pools and 1,600 seasonal
employees throughout St. Louis and Kansas City. Most of the swimming
pools we manage are outdoor pools, so their season is from Memorial Day
to Labor Day. It’s an ongoing challenge to ramp up and train that many
people. Since our business is very seasonal, we make most of our money
during the summer months, and then we have to live off of that revenue
for the next six months. We need a partner who can understand our
unique revenue model and that our focus is always hiring and training.
HOW DID ENTERPRISE HELP SOLVE THESE CHALLENGES?
Enterprise really knows the challenges we face being a seasonal business.
Our cash flow wanes in the winter, and they have provided us with lines
of credit from October to April. When we had an excess of cash sitting in
the bank in the summer, they advised on how to maximize the return on
our cash with automatic sweeps. Enterprise has offered me the solutions
I need to run the financial side of my business, but unbelievably, they are
helping me manage and train my team as well. I believe learning doesn’t
end when you get your degree, and mentoring my staff for professional
development is incredibly important. Enterprise University does just that.
They have a number of courses taught by professionals in the industry
who live what they teach. They offer a wide range of best practices
like, how do you interact with people? How do you mentor a younger
workforce? How do you use social media to benefit your business? These
topics are all part of what Enterprise University has offered in the past,
and it’s phenomenal. I have attended so many of the Enterprise University
courses and encouraged top-tier staff members to attend as well.
WHAT IS THE IMPACT ON YOUR BUSINESS?
I think the most important thing is the relationship — their willingness to
know who we are, how we do business, what our needs are and offering
solutions customized for us. It’s not only having the sweeps, lines of
credit or a one-day ACH if you need it. It’s the proactive consultative
advice they continually offer. They taught us about fraud safety and
discussed options like positive pay and two-part authentication for
prevention. Years ago, we did business with bigger banks and, honestly,
I’m not sure they really knew who we were or what we did. We were just
an account number. Enterprise has made it their business to know our
business, and it has been so helpful for us.

They made it their
point to learn our
business, and
that is what is so
impressive about
Enterprise Bank
& Trust.
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